
Globes mean the world to us

Italian Craftsmanship
Zoffoli Srl, based in Rimini, Italy, has been manufacturing bar globes 
for three generations, utilising skills that have been handed down 
father to son. Although today’s production is a modern affair, the 
same care and attention is given to each piece to ensure that 
it is manufactured to a very high standard. Craftsmen still 
add the finishing touches by hand to give each globe 
that personal touch of class. 

The globe balls are made by layering printed 
paper (called gores) over a vinyl hemisphere 
to create the complete image on the surface. 
This highly skilled process used to be done by 
craftsmen and was a very time consuming job but 
today it is performed by machine which can achieve 
a very accurate placement in a fraction of the time. 
Zoffoli designers have come up with many imaginative 
designs, giving the customer plenty of choice as well 
as quality.

The ‘Classica’ range exemplifies the ‘traditional’ bar globe, with 
a replica 17th century map used as the basis for the cartography 
on the globe ball. The ‘Gea’ range in contrast, offers an up to date 
map on the bar globe, presented in a thoroughly modern two-colour 
design.

All bar globes require some assembly but this is very easy to do and takes 
only a few minutes to complete. Shipping large items in this pre assembled 
way reduces shipping costs and the risk of transit damage.

Whether you prefer the traditional bar globe or something a little more 
modern, we have something for you.

We hope you enjoy our catalogue.
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Art 21/13
(Old world map) 

The 24” diameter globe ball can house 
all your favourite tipples and many 
glasses. Beautifully decorated  with gilt 
leaf details around the base and horizon 
ring, this piece can only be described 
as majestic. The solid wood base is 
completed in a luxuriant mahogany 
�nish.

W. 33" (84cms)

H. 41" (104cms)

Majestic Bar Globes
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Stylish Bar Globes

Art 8/A1
(Old world map)

Beautifully styled, the tri leg design of the Art 8 is both
distinctive and pleasing to the eye. The 50cm globe
ball can house ample supplies of your favourite drinks
and accompanying glasses. The base, horizon ring and
meridian are made from beech stained to a dark walnut
�nish. This globe does not have the highly decorated
features found on most bar globes but instead relies on
itsunderstated design.

W. 28" (72cms)

H. 46" (118cms)
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Art 39/11
(Old world map, castors)

Do you have a corner of a room to �ll? If so, then this bar globe is the 
perfect choice as it has been speci�cally designed to make the most of the 
space in a room. The lower bottle tray can hold many bottles enabling you 
to be well stocked for that special occasion. The turned legs are �nished in 
dark walnut and the base and horizon ring are highly decorated with 17th 
century designs.

W. 28" (72cms)

D. 26" (65cms)

H. 36" (92cms)

16"

40cm

Art 61
(Old world map, castors)

A handsome drink trolley featuring 
an elongated tray to act as a 
serving area. Supplied with castors 
to enable the trolley to be moved 
to where the party is!

W. 36" (92cms)

D. 27" (68cms)

H. 38" (98cms)

16"

40cm
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Value Bar Globes

Art 86
(Old world map, castors)

W. 29" (73cms)

H. 41" (103cms)

A range of bar globes designed for the smaller budget but still 
proudly boasting solid wood legs and rotating globe balls as 

standard features. All models are highly decorated to maximise 
imapct and impress your guests.

Art 88
(Old world map, castors)

W. 24" (60cms)

H. 36" (91cms)

Art 87
(Old world map, castors)

W. 20" (50cms)

H. 34" (86cms)

16"

40cm
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W. 28" (72cms)

D. 21" (53cms)

H. 37" (93cms)

16"

40cm

Art 44/4
(Old world map, castors)

Based on the Art 61 this bar globe has a beautiful screen printed 
base. The serving tray is a useful feature and the bottle holders 
on the base give this globe almost unrivalled capacity. Perfect for 
entertaining guests.

Art 16
(Old world map)

This handsome desktop model is ideal for 
those without a lot of floor space. The large 
ball can hold 9 glasses and 2-3 bottles. This bar 
globe has a resin base for practicality.

W. 16" (40cms)

H. 20" (50cms)

16"

40cm

Art 51
(Old world map, castors)

A very popular bar globe. The Art 51 features compact style with 
no compromise on capacity. Bottles can be stored on the base 
shelf so that as many as 12 glasses can be accommodated inside 
the globe ball. Solid hardwood legs complement this bar globe's 
traditional appeal.

W. 23" (58cms)

H. 37" (93cms)

16"

40cm
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Gea New Ocean Globe Bars

Art 822
(Up to date map, castors)

The Art 822 is the most luxurious 40cm bar globe available. Features include 
a solid hardwood base and legs as well as a brass finished metal drinks 
bottle container on the base. This bar globe is ideal for those who want no 
compromise on quality but need the globe to fit into a more compact space.

The Art numbers 810, 811 and 812 are modelled from the 
Art 809 but include a bar. This style of globe comes in three 

different sizes to suit any room or budget. As with all the Gea 
range the Art numbers 810, 811 and 812 feature a modern map 
with excellent detail. 

Art 810
(Up to date map)

Total Diameter (78.5cms)

Height  (95cms)

Art 811
(Up to date map)

Total Diameter (64.5cms)

Height  (90cms)

Art 812
(Up to date map)

Total Diameter (64.5cms)

Height  (90cms)

16"

40cm

Total Diameter (52cms)

Height  (87cms)

16"

40cm
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Gea New Ocean Globes

Art 809
(Up to date map, no bar)

The Art 809 is the flagship of the Gea range. It was the 
first Zoffoli globe to include a modern map. The Art 
809 features a 24" globe ball with exceptional detail 
and a metal meridian that truly shows the quality of 
this magnificant piece. This globe is ideal for those who 
like true antique replica style with the functionality of a 
modern map.

Art 823
(Up to date map, no bar)

This globe has been designed for all those who like the up to 
date map with a classic stand. The Art 823 features a metal 
meridian which brings out the magnificence of the globe 
ball.

Total Diameter (78.5cms)

Height  (95cms)

Total Diameter (64.5cms)

Height  (90cms)


